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Most private equity investors and deal teams continue to run 
a dated, obsolete playbook, leaving millions on the table and 
exposing their portfolios to unnecessary risk. 

Across financial services, both market leaders and disruptors 
have invested heavily in transformative operating models and 
digital transformation — real-time and predictive analytics, 
robotic process automation, natural language processing, 
blockchain, IoT, robo-advisors, among others — in attempts 
to defend and capture market share. The proliferation of data 
and tools creates new opportunity and complexity.

The dawn of digital transformation  
in private equity

Yet despite digital transformation investments within portfolio 
companies, digital transformation at the investment and deal-
making level continues to significantly lag. With companies 
spending an estimated $6.8 trillion on digital transformation 
initiatives by 20231, private equity companies who fail to 
accelerate their digital transformation face obsolescence but 
don’t realize it yet. 

Quite simply, investors can no longer run a 1.0 playbook and 
expect to remain relevant. 
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From Excel 
To The 
Cloud

Due 
Diligence  
Differently

Beyond
Benchmarking

Data 
Governance

Winning in 
the Age of 

Transformation

Outside In

See Around 
Corners

The age of disruption is rapidly widening the gap between 
market leaders and laggards while also reshuffling the power 
dynamics of private equity. With $2.29 trillion in global private 
equity dry powder2, the stakes are clear. 

Investors who act swiftly can maximize their immediate 
returns while positioning themselves for long-term 
exponential impact and gains. But only if they recognize 
the new landscape and dramatically adapt their playbooks, 
reorient their operating models and accelerate their digital 
transformation. 

The new playbook 
for better investment 
outcomes
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The cloud has proven its business case. Snowflake had 
the largest software IPO in history. The United States 
government continues to issue billion-dollar contracts for 
cloud transformation. Gartner estimates that cloud spending 
will grow by 54%3.

However, most private equity investors continue to rely on 
Excel and offline high-level quarterly statements. They spend 
significant time on rote analysis and data manipulation, 
building increasingly complex formulas and macros rather 
than using an integrated platform that consolidates myriad 
data sources and streams.

From Excel to the cloud
Consolidate multiple real-time data streams 
to slash inefficiencies

Consider a boutique investor with four full-
time analysts, each of whom spends roughly 
2,000 hours per year manually evaluating 
opportunities and parsing data. Typical 
CEPRES clients cut that time in half. The 
investor can then redeploy 4,000 hours of 
analyst time into higher-value activities to 
generate exponential impact and returns.

Unreliable database connectors and ineffective PDF scraping 
compound these challenges. Investors then must load this 
data into a data visualization tool to create reports, wasting 
time and money while creating significant inefficiencies. 
Investors need to spend their time evaluating the best 
potential investments and maximizing value. 



Even if an investor recognizes the need to 
connect disparate data sources, far too 
often, the investor creates a dashboard 
that just digitizes an existing report rather 
than serving as a predictive, actionable 
resource and value driver.

There is a better way. By connecting 
disparate systems onto a consolidated, 
cloud-based platform, investors can get a 
real-time look at impact and performance 
across investments in their portfolio, 
helping establish actuals and propel data-
driven decisions to maximize impact. Time 
can be redeployed more strategically, 
and investment committees can more 
accurately measure ROI.



Investors can now triangulate the highest-quality data and 
analytics across the market, helping increase confidence 
intervals and unlock better returns. They can compare 
themselves and their performance against actual 
marketplace metrics cut across thousands of dimensions, 
including IRR, MOIC, alpha, TVPI and more, as well as 
portfolio company operational KPIs, including revenue 
CAGR, EBITDA, loan interest and more. Investors can now 
effectively measure their investments versus private and 
public markets to ensure they are meeting targets.

Beyond benchmarking
Look through high-level data into 
actual performance to make the best 
investment decisions

CEPRES calls this beyond benchmarking — providing deeper 
insight into true drivers of investment risk and returns — 
helping investors build more effective portfolios to unlock 
better investment outcomes.

Consider an LP determining where to put capital. Historically, 
the LP would work with multiple middle people and brokers to 
build predictive models or buy black box proprietary software 
with restrictive price tags. Now, investors can utilize quick-
turn, light footprint tools that enable exponential lift. They can 
see their investments in one place. Triangulate the market. 
Share real-time access to performance with regulatory bodies 
and investment committees. All while ensuring their time is 
deployed in the most strategic ways possible.
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Every investor knows that data optimizes decision-making. 
Yet most investors continue to rely on quarterly statements 
and lagging data — which paints only a partial picture of what 
happened — exposing their portfolios to unnecessary risk. 

Lagging data is prone to confirmatory bias, leading to 
potential misreads of the market and increased risk. Investors 
that rely on it can neither pressure test their decisions 
against an established time horizon nor make effective 
real-time decisions, increasing the potential for missed GP 
partnerships, co-investment deals or other lost opportunities. 

See around corners
Take advantage of predictive analytics to 
maximize returns and manage risk

The most strategic investors utilize leading, predictive data to 
increase confidence intervals and returns. 

They take advantage of regulatory-proven stochastic 
forecasting to better predict future portfolio scenarios, 
helping them see around corners to maximize returns and 
minimize risk. 

Today, investors can leverage integrated tools and 
technologies to do the heavy data and analytics lifting for 
them. Smaller investors who have historically been unable to 
tap armies of quantitative analysts and modelers alongside 
a team of consultants to scenario plan and forecast can now 
punch above their weight class with exponential impact. 
Large investors can use these tools and developments to 
gain agility and capacity while also pulsing the marketplace. 
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Seeing around corners is not just at the macro 
level. It is also at the company and fund level. It 
is no longer enough to invest purely in a fund at 
the vintage year benchmark evaluation. Today's 
investment strategies are heterogeneous and 
increasingly specialized. Returns closely correlate 
to industry focus. Macro shocks impact the 
positive and negative. Investors need deep 
operational understanding of the underlying 
investments to help shape and accelerate their 
investment thesis and returns. 



CEPRES runs hundreds of thousands of 
systematic and idiosyncratic Monte Carlo-
based scenarios to build distributions for 
future portfolio liquidity, NAV and returns. 
CEPRES provides investors variable 
outcomes with different market conditions 
and see real probability distributions to 
understand how ALM will be impacted in 
different markets. All based on $33T worth of 
assets and complete cash flows of funds and 
deals from 4,000 LPs and GPs — the largest 
verified private market data set in the world.



At CEPRES, our vision was bigger than 
simple fund-level investments and vintage 
year funds. We knew that investments 
happen into portfolio company operations 
and assets that make up the fund and 
portfolio — even if it’s an indirect investment 
with some legal vehicles in between. We 
pioneered look-through data that enables 
fundamental analysis at the company level 
to help investors make better investments. 
Today, we are the largest private market data 
ecosystem, helping investors unlock better 
investment outcomes. 



Focusing your investment thesis inwards paints an 
increasingly static picture of an increasingly dynamic 
world. As private equity funds become increasingly 
specialized, taking an outside-in vantage point is more 
critical than ever. This perspective helps investors find 
white space and better understand deal velocity and 
returns while expediting close time. 

Outside in
Leverage enhanced access to market 
insights to develop and validate your 
investment thesis 
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For example, in Fig 1, paper packaging and glass packaging are closely 
related industry subsectors of equivalent size. But deal-level returns in 
glass packaging outstrip those in paper packaging by a wide margin — 
something fund-level performance would not reflect.
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Moreover, investors can now better 
come together to collaborate to glean an 
outside-in vantage point. A single platform 
helps them better mechanize traditional 
investment principles — leveraging industry 
experts, tapping their networks and making 
data-driven investment decisions. 

CEPRES helps investors share and 
pressure test their investment thesis, both 
inside and outside of their organization. 
They can tap CEPRES’s data and rapid 
analytics to build their own collaborative 
investment decision-making community of 
trusted advisors.



Due diligence continues to consume an outsized percentage 
of time. CEPRES found that an average LP fund due diligence 
takes 40 days, consisting of painstakingly manual DDQs and 
navigating spreadsheets. It often involves value-detracting 
activities, including laborious data hygiene and modification, 
bespoke analysis for each fund or GP as each data format 
is different, and struggling to receive operating company 
performance metrics. 

This unsustainable approach wastes time and money while 
adding complexity and risk. It also undercuts the number of 
track records an LP can effectively analyze.

Due diligence, differently
Streamline and automate one of private 
equity’s most painstakingly manual 
processes
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Investors can now turn due diligence from a cost center into 
an alpha driver by analyzing more funds and diving into true 
track record performance. 

By mechanizing and automating much of the track record 
analysis on a purpose-built platform, LPs can cut those 40 
days into nearly-instantaneous analysis. All while analyzing 
more funds with deeper data to choose the best funds and 
GPs. They also gain all the analytics needed at their fingertips 
to drill down through funds to deals to portfolio companies 
with risk and return analysis at every level.

Boutique or mid-market LPs attempting to concurrently 
analyze dozens of GPs gain lift and capacity historically only 
available to sovereign funds.



CEPRES Due Diligence is highly customizable 
and automated — especially when paired with 
CEPRES Market Intelligence — providing LPs 
fund track record analysis with fund, deal and 
operating-level benchmarking to enhance 
underwriting decisions. This approach 
helps LPs get under the hood of GP track 
records and operational KPIs of potential 
investments. They can rely on actual results 
rather than polished marketing materials, 
helping them understand what drives 
performance and uncover hidden risk.



Data is the new oil has been repeated for the past 15 years; 
yet even that maxim understates the essential role of data 
in the age of transformation. Simply, data is the new water. 
Sometimes data is unusable and needs cleaning and purifying, 
but data is the lifeblood of an organization and connects every 
strategic initiative while powering digital transformation. And 
data continues to be produced exponentially, making data 
governance a strategic, executive-level topic rather than a mid-
level operational one.

Data governance
Refine data to make it even more 
valuable

Data governance plays an outsized role in minimizing risk. 
It helps investors see their portfolio through a new lens and 
enables apples-to-apples comparisons. There is a direct 
correlation between data governance and beta.

Despite the average private equity company having significant 
quantities of data, most of it is unstructured, ungoverned and 
not actionable, increasing risk and decreasing impact. 

By putting in place rigorous data governance policies and digital 
processes, investors can make confident, responsive, data-
driven decisions about potential opportunities.

Additionally, good data governance creates an audit trail 
to streamline compliance with regulatory bodies and drive 
confidence with investors.
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CEPRES data governance framework

CEPRES
Mediation

Track Records & 
Portfolio Data Request

Track Records & 
Portfolio Data Check

• Verification team utilizes software automation

• Reconciliation of captured data with 4-eyes quality assurance

• Secure and Confidential 

Environment 

Track Records & 
Portfolio Status Monitor

Feedback/ 
Reconciliation

Track Record  & 
Portfolio Data 

Capture

Verified 
Portfolio 

Data

Updated
Portfolio

LP

GP

CEPRES is building the next 
generation smart grid for 
private capital investing 
based on a multilateral data 
network. This network solves 
the capture, distribution and 
consumption or private market 
investment data as the basis 
for collaborative investment 
decision-making processes.



Digital transformation can be an overwhelming topic for many 
investors. They can claim that it is only for large-scale investors, 
too difficult and expensive, too pie in the sky or something else. 
But that thinking underestimates the impact of the new macro 
landscape in which investors operate. Digital transformation is an 
iterative process, and it can start with a simple action that enables 
exponential impact across portfolios. Inaction is an invitation for 
obsolescence. CEPRES offers out-of-the-box, light-footprint, high-
impact tools that accelerate your outcomes — regardless on where 
you are in your digital transformation journey.

Getting started

1  https://www.idc.com/getdocjsp?containerId=prMETA47037520

2  https://www.marketwatch.com/story/private-equity-powerhouses-are-sitting-on-piles-of-uninvested-
cash-11629913878

3  https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2021-08-02-gartner-says-four-trends-are-shaping-the-
future-of-public-cloud
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A complete private 
market ecosystem

CEPRES is a highly-modular platform, giving you the option 
to use a single private equity solution or leverage the 
unprecedented impact of the entire CEPRES ecosystem. With 
solutions for every stage of the investment lifecycle, CEPRES 
helps power better private market investments. 

Access insights and solutions built on complete cash flows of 
funds and deals as well as portfolio company operating metrics 
— sourced directly from GPs, LPs and more.
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Daniel is the Founder & CEO of CEPRES. He has more than 20 years of 
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an EU-funded research project for the advancement of private equity. He studied 
Business Administration at the University of Mannheim in Germany and at Trinity 
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CEPRES is the first platform built for the age of digital transformation in private 
markets. Our investment data platform provides real-time and predictive 
analytics to unlock better investment outcomes and drive better faster 
decisions. CEPRES clients leverage proprietary deal data and complete cash 
flows from the largest private market ecosystem, containing $35T in assets, 
105K PE-backed companies, 11K funds, and 4,000 GPs and LPs. Come 
transform private market investing with CEPRES.

Accelerate your private equity digital transformation journey at CEPRES.com. 

How CEPRES helps investors 
accelerate digital transformation

Reproduction or retransmission on whole or in part is prohibited except by permission. All rights reserved. The recipient acknowledges that CEPRES does not guarantee 
or warrant the information herein. In addition, errors may occur. The recipient also acknowledges that every business decision, to some degree or another, represents the 
assumption of some risk and that CEPRES, in furnishing information, does not and cannot underwrite or assume recipients‘ risk, in any manner whatsoever. The information in 
this proposal is provided „as is“ without any representation or warranty of any kind. Information contained are published for the assistance of recipients but are not to be relied 
upon as authoritative or taken in substitution for the exercise of judgment by any recipient, they are subject to change without notice and not intended to provide the sole basis 
of any evaluation of the instruments discussed therein. CEPRES does not accept any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use of material 
contained in this proposal. The recipient will only use it for internal purposes. Other uses are subject to permission by CEPRES.
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